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Description of the problem
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Ephemeral material often contains important documentation on artists that is not
easily found anywhere else. It documents obscure artists and the early careers of
well-known artists. It is not widely distributed, but many libraries have
important collections of this material, often concentrating on local artists and on
material produced by local galleries and museums.

Ephemeral material is rarely cataloged, and even if it is the cataloging
information may not be in on-line databases which may be searched over the
Internet. Many libraries create a card catalog listing files on individual artists or
rely on simply going to the filing cabinets to see if a file exists. This makes
discovering which repository has information time-consuming, since it is often
difficult to predict which library has collected and preserved ephemeral material
about a particular artist.

No one disputes the value of a unified database of information about artists, but
it is difficult to provide this, even within our own institutions. How can we
accomplish this admirable goal given our perpetual understaffing and overwork?
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Creating a database is a substantial investment in time, but any time spent on one
may be repaid by removing hidden burdens in using artist files. Library staff or
researchers can predict which files exist before making a trip to a library or to
the filing cabinets. Cataloging records provide security, both in identifying the
existence of files, and in helping control circulation of the material if that is
allowed. Finally, by highlighting the types of information contained in files,
catalog records may help in identifying later preservation or digitization projects,
for example, by identifying files that contain photographs or slides that may
need special housing or that might be candidates for digitization.

Description of one approach to a solution

This paper will demonstrate how cataloging for a collection of over 40,000 files
on individual artists is made available to researchers around the world by
incorporating MARC records for each file in an on-line catalog that can be
searched over the internet. While each library handles this material in different
ways, the approach presented in this paper may provide one example that will
help begin the process of creating an international automated catalog of artist
files.

The Museum of Modern Art Library has approached cataloging artist files by
attempting to provide an appropriate level of cataloging information. We judge
what is appropriate by balancing the importance of the files for research against
the time required to catalog them. While we can never hope to describe the
contents of each file completely we attempt to make sure that the information we
do provide is in accordance with national cataloging rules and apply appropriate
MARC coding. This allows these records to be integrated in a catalog of more
traditional library materials, and means that they could be shared with other
libraries, or an international database of artists.

We began with an existing list of artist files that was created when the
microform vender Chadwyck-Healey microfiched the contents of our artist files
in the 1980s.

Example 1. Existing list of artist files

AALTO. ALVAR: Al Row B Frame 3+
AALTONEN, WAINO WALCEMAR:

A2, Few A. Frame 5
AARON, DAVID: A3, Row B, Frame4
AARON, EVALYN: A3, Row C, Franc 3
ABAD, FRANCESC: A3, Rcw C, Fram e 5
ABAD, PACITE. AO, Row 0, Frome2
ABADI, FRITZIE: A3, Row D. Frame 4
ABAKAN CRYI MAC7DALE NA:

A3, Fow E. Frame 44
ABAL, TOMAS: A5, Row A. Frame 2

ABRAMS. JOYCE: A14 Row D. Frame 3
ABRAMS, MICHAEL: A14 Row D. Frame 5
ABRAMS, ROSS: A14, Row 6, rrarno
ABRAMS, RUTH: A15, Row A, Frame 4
ABRAMS, VVVIEN: A15 Row C, Frarn 'I
ABRAMSON. LARRY: A15, Row C. Frame 6
ABRAMSON, MARJOR E. A13, Row D, Freeire 3
ABRAMSON. MICHAEL: A16. Fow A Frame 2
ABREU MARIO: A10, ROW A Frame4
ABREU VICTOR: A17, Row A, Frame 2
ABRIGHT, WILLIAM: A17, Row A, Fran-e 4

Unfortunately, at the time that this index was created no one in the library
thought to obtain a copy of the electronic file that was used to print the list.
Rather than retyping all of this information we had this list scanned and ran it
through an OCR program. Once this electronic file was edited we had a record of
all of our files created before the 1980s.

Since the 1980s we had maintained a list of new files in a Word document. (This
list was actually used to produce cards to file into the card catalog.) We
combined these two lists into one master list of names. These names were then
merged with a template to create a unique MARC record for each artist. Our
library automation vendor did this for us, but other methods could be used,
including the simple MARCMakr program supplied by the Library of Congress
(http://www.loc.gov/marc/marcutil.html).
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Since the 1980s we had maintained a list of new files in a Word document. (This list was actually used to
produce cards to file into the card catalog.) We combined these two lists into one master list of names.
These names were then merged with a template to create a unique MARC record for each artist. Our library
automation vendor did this for us, but other methods could be used, including the simple MARCMakr
program supplied by the Library of Congress (http://www.loc.govimarcimarcutil.html).

Because each file was not examined during this process we could only describe the files in the most general
way by identifying characteristics that they all shared. We included information about what might be in
each file, but could not provide any specific information about the type or amount of information in each
file, or even the dates of the information included.

Example 2. Artist file template

T? aid rlFii-n
,*a NITIMoMA #c NtaloMA

100:
245 0

700

600

to
a.

0 :1 a ArLiet : lb miutallanacue uncataloged maicor ial
!*a. 1 fol der
,ta I he tolder may inc lude announcements, clippings, press releases,
'brouliurev, rev iew, inY i laLiorrs, mall exli ib i Lim La.i.alociv, and other
mpliumaral maLer i al .

a
i*a Pamph I et tiles. 2 aat

The resulting records were loaded in our automated system. At this stage we did not create "call numbers"
but we added a phrase that indicated how researchers could request this material from our stacks. This is
how these records look in our on-line catalog.

Example 3. Display of cataloging information in an on-line catalog

Aritirnr

. 4.abUler.:

Description: Mixed
I =...ildr.r

Subject(s); FEEDA

1-nplalet Tics.

Notes: TA, ..r.due: 3.l11.11:111LIC UT-er-i3: :lip ALAS , I:trns a: e s,

exhibiticr n7abgs, am"- aver matersd.

P. TQT17:':T T17. TT. T)Y TIM ALT. F7T.T.' 4 TTT7

Volunteers with appropriate training and under supervision by library staff create new files. They type the
artist's name into the author field (100) and then copy it into the fields for the subject (600) and for the call
number (090). Since the files are arranged by the artist's name we put the name in the call number field.

Example 4. New record for an artist file that is keyed in
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More specialized material had additional form/genre terms added, and a more
specific description of the contents of each file. We used this approach for two
sets of files that we acquired dealing with political art and with artist
bookmakers. Since these files are not active-we do not add to them-the
description of the contents and of the time period of the contents could be
indicated more specifically.

Example 5. Artist file in a specialized archive

040. !la NNMoMA 1t INOloPIA

100 1 is Haacke, Hans, td 1936 -

245 0 0 to PAD/11 pomphlerr file : mincollnneenn uncntnlogorl Arerinl.

J00 to 1 tolder

500 !la The folder may include resumes, announcements, clippings, press
,releases, brochures, reviews, invitations, Artist's STATAMAIWR,
elides, photographs, correspondence, portraits, and other ephemeral
material.

541! la Political Art Documentation 6. Distribution Archive. 45 NNMoMA

5R0 :to Forms parr of Political Arr Documentation & Distribution Archive.
15 NNMoMA

400. 1 0 to Ilaacke. Vans. td 19J6-

655. 7 la Pamphlet files. 12 An,

655 7 (phoLographu). 12 ant

Example 6. Artist file in a specialized archive

040 #a NNMoMA #c NNIUMA

100 1 la Lodi/man. Stephanie Brody.
245 0 0 4A Franklin Furnere Artist file : tb miscellaneous uncataloged

1311 4A 1 folder

690 ita kLOULNI 1111 1111 UV INL CALL PIIIINSL -IKANKLIN 1URNAUL
FTIF" AS NFU AS THE ARTTST'S NAMF.

SOS Ihe Colder may include resumes, artist's statements, slides,
!phorogrnphn, corranisentinnen, annownromontn, rlippingn pronn
:releases, brochures. reviews, invitations, portraits. and other
!ephemeral material from the period 1976-1995.

15 NNMoMA641

600

i 655
1 1

7

Iranklin lurnace Collection.

4a Lederman, Stephanie Brody.
48 Pamphlet files. t2 sat

Not only do these records provide access to our artist files in our on-line catalog
(available over the Internet at http://library.moma.org)=but they also help us
manage the growing collection. We have been able to use these records in our
circulation system to record when a curator is using a file, or when we have had
to move the original file to storage. In this case we rely on the microfiche for
quick access, but will retrieve the original file with proper notice.

Example 7. Artist file record used to track location and circulation

Actira`file:: miscellaneous uncataloged material.. ;
NCI k01.17

or/Artist Boren.

Title: Atistfile:mitedianocu'uleaWklmemateraL

Location: Mic"ofiche
fall number Flom finniel

Mutes. Lrttadet. ru indeliel fled dile, 1E52.

Location: Off citc Artist itc

Call number: 13.4en. Daniel

Number of homy 1

AvoRobility: On 31er

Another use for these records is to provide biographical information not
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normally included in cataloging records, especially when obituaries are clipped
and filed.

Example 8. Artist file record used to record biographical information

EEG ta NNMoMA tc NNMoMA

090 #a Matthiasdottir, Louisa

100 1 #e MnrrhisndorTir, louins.

245 0 0 Iilo ; lb miscellaneous uncataloged material.

300 #s 1 folder

SOO #a The folder may inrlude announcements, rlippinqs, press releases,
hrorhuren, reviews:, nms11 eshibiTion reTelogn, and ether,
sphuscral matorial.

ta b. 191/; d. 2000.

0 #a Matthiasdottir, Louisa.

7 #e Psmehler filen. *7 MAT
600

6S5

Here is a case where the birth and death years are recorded in the 545 field (used
for biographical data). We do not include this information in the headings for the
artist (100 and 600) because we attempt to make all headings consistent with the
Names Authority File maintained by the Library of Congress. This is one of the
compromises that are required for having these records in an integrated catalog.

This approach of using templates and form/genre terms to describe artist files
could be extended to cataloging other categories of materials that share similar
characteristics.
We have used the same technique for auction catalogs...

Example 9. Auction catalog record created using a template

A g
013 0

44':=410.004"0144
4. 7000011S

040 4a NNMoMA 4t NNIUMA

110 2 ta Sotheby's (Firm)

245 0 0 4a American paintings. drawings and sculpture : tb Wednesday.
'March 15, 2000, 10:15 am.

260 !ta New York : tb Sotheby's, is 2000.

SOO !ta Sale 7411

655 / #a Auction catalogs. 12 eat

As well as for indexing MoMA, our member's magazine.

Example 10. Indexing created using a template

I1" <I215ubfacldData.
040 ita NNMoMA 4c NNMoMA

100 1 la Cullman, lawis11.
.

245 1 0 4a Lewis B. Cullman : tb speaks with Rebecca Stokes and
tnimett Watson.

246 1 3 fa Interview, Lewis B. Cullman speaks with Rebecca Stokes and
Emmett Watson

746 H 4ft Interview with lewis M. Cullman

300: 4a p_ [10]-11 : 41) col. ill,

600 1 0 la Cullman, B. lo Interviews..... ... .... . ..
610 2 0 4a International Council of the Museum of Modern Art (New

York, N.Y.)

610 2 0 la Museum of Modern Art (New York, N.Y.). lb Office of
Planned Giving.

610 2 0 la Museum of Modern Art (New York, N.Y_). 4b Dept. of
Development and Membership.
4. Interviews_ #7 aAT

700 1 4a Stokes, Rebecca.

700 1 : to Watson, Emmett, td 1944 -

773 0 : fa MoMA tz 0893 0279 Ig of 3. not 1 (Jan. 2000).....-

Conclusion
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For libraries that have computerized catalogs the use of templates to create
cataloging records may provide useful access to ephemeral materials without the
demands of creating full cataloging records. This approach, while not perfect and
certainly not traditional full cataloging, is a flexible way to create MARC
records that might later be used to reach the goal of a unified, shared database of
artist files. For libraries that do not yet have computerized catalogs the way that
files are currently processed may be organized so that later conversion to
computerized records is made easier.
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